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ABSTRACT

Android apps are ubiquitous and serve many aspects of our daily
lives. Ensuring their functional correctness is crucial for their suc-
cess. To date, we still lack a general and in-depth understanding of
functional bugs, which hinders the development of practices and
techniques to tackle functional bugs. To fill this gap, we conduct
the first systematic study on 399 functional bugs from 8 popu-
lar open-source and representative Android apps to investigate
the root causes, bug symptoms, test oracles, and the capabilities
and limitations of existing testing techniques. This study took us
substantial effort. It reveals several new interesting findings and
implications which help shed light on future research on tackling
functional bugs. Furthermore, findings from our study guided the
design of a proof-of-concept differential testing tool, RegDroid,
to automatically find functional bugs in Android apps. We applied
RegDroid on 5 real-world popular apps, and successfully discov-
ered 14 functional bugs, 10 of which were previously unknown
and affected the latest released versions—all these 10 bugs have
been confirmed and fixed by the app developers. Specifically, 10
out of these 14 found bugs cannot be found by existing testing
techniques. We have made all the artifacts (including the dataset of
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399 functional bugs and RegDroid) in our work publicly available
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1 INTRODUCTION

Android apps are GUI-based interactive applications. They are ubiq-
uitous and serve many different aspects of our daily lives [53].
Recent reports show that app users highly value the user experi-
ence — only 16% of the users will try a function-failing app more
than twice [10, 37]. Indeed, those function-failing apps could se-
verely affect the users in real life [22, 41, 44, 51]. Thus, ensuring
the functional correctness of an app is crucial for its success.

However, effectively finding non-crashing functional failures1
(functional bugs for short) in Android apps remains a significant
challenge [48, 64]. One important gap is that we still lack a general
and in-depth understanding of functional bugs. For example, we
are unclear how functional bugs are induced (i.e., root causes), how
these bugs affect the apps (i.e., bug symptoms), and how these bugs
1In our context, the non-crashing functional failures denote those errors which fail
the expected functionalities of an app but do not manifest themselves as app crashes.
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Table 1: Summary of the prior relevant studies involving

functional bugs (“✓”,“✗”,“?” denote that the study does, does
not or only partially does the investigation, respectively).

#Bugs denotes the number of functional bugs in the dataset.

Relevant

Work

#Bugs

Dataset

Available?

Root

causes

Symptoms Oracles

Assessing

Tools

Lessons

Hu et al. [23] 147 No ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Zaeem et al. [69] 91 No ✗ ✗ ? ✗ ✗

Johnson et al. [28] 130 Yes ✗ ? ✗ ✗ ✗

Our work 399 Yes ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

can be found (i.e., test oracles). In contrast, crashing bugs in the
apps have been extensively investigated [8, 14, 26, 54–56, 66].

To clearly show the gap, Table 1 summarizes the prior relevant
bug studies involving functional bugs in Android apps. Hu et al. [23]
are the first to classify the common bug types in Android apps, but
they did not analyze the functional bugs in their dataset. Zaeem
et al. [69] only analyzed some (limited) app agnostic oracles from
a small set of bugs (15 bugs) in their dataset, and did not give de-
tailed analysis on other oracle types. Johnson et al. [28] focused on
investigating the reproducibility of bug reports, and only partially
inspected the symptoms of the functional bugs in their dataset.
None of these studies gives a systematic examination of functional
bugs. As a result, it is difficult to fairly assess existing testing tech-
niques and distill lessons on tackling functional bugs.

To fill the gap, this paper aims to complement the prior work by
conducting a systematic empirical study to analyze functional bugs
in Android apps. We studied a broad range of 399 functional bugs
from 8 representative open-source Android apps. These apps are
popular, actively-maintained and have different features. Specifi-
cally, we investigate the following research questions:

• RQ1 (Root causes): What are the common root causes of these
functional bugs? How these bugs are induced?

• RQ2 (Bug symptoms): What are the symptoms of these func-
tional bugs? How these bugs affect the apps?

• RQ3 (Test oracles): What kinds of test oracles are needed to
detect these functional bugs? How these bugs can be found?

• RQ4 (Tool Evaluation): How is the status of existing testing
techniques in finding these functional bugs? Are they effective?

Answering these questions is practically beneficial to both devel-
opers and researchers. RQ1 characterizes the common faults which
can help developers avoid functional bugs at the early stage of app
development. RQ2∼RQ3 investigates the bug symptoms and ora-
cles which can provide guidance for researchers to design effective
bug finding techniques. RQ4 examines the capabilities and limita-
tions of existing testing techniques which can help better under-
stand their effectiveness. Moreover, by analyzing the correlations
between the results of RQ1∼RQ4, we can findmore insights. Specif-
ically, to validate the representativeness of our study (RQ1∼RQ3), we
also analyzed a third-party bug dataset, AndroR2 [28, 68], which
contains 130 functional bugs from 42 different apps. It shows that
our analysis results based on our own bug dataset are representative
and consistent with those based on AndroR2 (see Section 7).

Through our study, we have obtained several new interesting
findings and implications which help shed light on tackling func-
tional bugs (see Section 3, 4, 5, 6, 8). For example, developers should
pay more attention to avoiding missing cases and Android resource

related error, the two most common faults of functional bugs; re-
searchers should choose appropriate types of oracles in finding
different functional bugs, in addition to generating effective inputs.

Furthermore, findings from our study guided the design of a
proof-of-concept differential testing tool, RegDroid, to automati-
cally find functional bugs in Android apps. We applied RegDroid
on 5 popular open-source apps, and successfully discovered 14 func-
tional bugs, 10 of which are previously unknown bugs affecting the
latest released versions—all these 10 bugs have been confirmed and
fixed by the app developers. Specifically, among these 14 bugs, 10
bugs cannot be found by existing testing tools.

In summary, this paper has made the following contributions:
• To our knowledge, we conduct the first systematic study to
investigate functional bugs in Android apps. We construct the
largest dataset of 399 functional bugs, which serve as the basis
of our study as well as future research in this direction.

• We study the functional bugs from different perspectives (root
causes, bug symptoms, test oracles and the capabilities and limi-
tations of existing testing techniques), and distill several findings.

• We enumerate the implications of our findings which help shed
light on tackling functional bugs, and also demonstrate the use-
fulness of our implications via a proof-of-concept testing tool.

2 EMPIRICAL STUDY METHODOLOGY

This section presents our methodology for collecting and analyzing
functional bugs in Android apps. Figure 1 shows the overview of
our study including (a) bug collection and (b) bug analysis.
Table 2: Eight popular open-source and representative An-

droid apps used in our study (K=1,000, M=1,000,000)

App Name App Feature First Release #Installations #Stars #LOC

#Bugs

Selected

Simplenote Notebook Nov. 2013 1M∼5M 1.5K 37,649 35
AnkiDroid Flashcard Learning Jun. 2009 10M∼50M 5.4K 218,558 82
Amaze File Manager Nov. 2014 1M∼5M 4.0K 94,768 30
K-9 Mail Email Client Jan. 2014 5M∼10M 7.1K 173,753 36
NewPipe Video Player Sep. 2015 5M∼10M 20.7K 94,245 65
AntennaPod Podcast Manager Feb. 2014 500k∼1M 4.4K 90,427 41
WordPress Blog Manager Dec. 2015 10M∼50M 2.7K 457,891 67
Firefox Web Browser Jun. 2017 10M∼50M 2.1K 68,249 43

2.1 Collection of Functional Bugs

Step 1: selecting app subjects. This step aims to select representa-

tive app subjects for our study. Specifically, we focus on open-source
Android apps from GitHub because we can access their public is-
sues. Specifically, we first obtained a set of candidate apps by using
these two rules: (1) the app should be released on Google Play
[20] to represent real-world apps, and (2) the app should contain
enough closed issues for bug analysis (we require at least 200 closed
issues). In this way, we got 182 candidate apps from GitHub. To
select representative apps, we used the two metrics, i.e., the app
popularity and the app features, to narrow the scope. Specifically,
(1) we first ranked the candidate apps according to their popularity
from the most to least in terms of both the installations on Google
Play and the stars on GitHub, and then (2) we manually examined
them from the top to bottom to annotate the app features. Note that
we decided the app feature based on the suggested app category
on Google Play and the feature description on GitHub. Finally, we
selected 8 most popular apps with different features. These apps
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Figure 1: Overview of our study including two major steps: (a) bug collection and (b) bug analysis.

Table 3: The taxonomy of root causes.

Category Subcategory Description Example #Bugs Ratio

Missing features The app functionality is supposed to be implemented but was not implemented. Figure 2(a) 29 7.4%
Missing cases Some specific usage cases of the app functionality were not implemented. Figure 2(b) 62 15.8%
Wrong control flow Some conditions in the control flow were incorrectly implemented. Figure 2(c) 26 6.6%

Lack of data synchronization The content on the UI page was not properly synchronized with the changed app
data (or the app data itself was not synchronized). Figure 2(d) 34 8.7%

Improper exception handling The app failed to properly handle exceptional cases, thus breaking the normal
execution of app functionality. Figure 2(e) 10 2.5%

Third-party library usage issue The third-party libraries were incorrectly used. - 10 2.5%
Incorrect variable assignment Some wrong values were assigned to specific program variables. - 19 4.8%
Other wrong functionality
implementations

Any other bug which did not correctly implement the design requirement of the
app functionality. - 33 8.4%

General programming
error

Subtotal - - 223 56.7%

Android mechanism related error Improper handling of Android development framework mechanisms
(e.g., lifecycle management, event callbacks).

Figure 2(f)
Figure 2(g) 45 11.5%

Android resource related error Errors in defining or manipulating Android app resources
(e.g., layout files, icons, resource ids of UI elements). Figure 2(h) 62 15.8%

Android framework API misuse The APIs of Android development framework were incorrectly used
(e.g., violating API constraints or selecting inappropriate APIs). Figure 2(i) 14 3.6%

Android compatiblity issue The app fails to be compatible with different SDK versions or device configurations. - 27 6.8%
Android framework bugs/limitations The errors were caused by the bugs or limitations in the Android framework itself. - 16 4.1%

Android related error

Subtotal - - 164 41.7%

Third-party library
bugs/limitations Third-party library bugs/limitations The errors were caused by the bugs or limitations in the third-party libraries used

by the apps. - 6 1.5%

cover the most popular app categories on Google Play [4], e.g., Ed-
ucation, Business, Tools, Music&Audio, Entertainment. Table 2 gives
the details of these 8 apps, where App Feature denotes the major
app feature, First Release gives the dates of their first releases on
GitHub, #Installations and #Stars characterize the app popularity
in terms of their installations on Google Play and stars on GitHub
respectively, #LOC indicates the app complexity in terms of code
lines (in Java, Kotlin and XML). We can see that these apps are
diverse, popular, long-maintained and non-trivial.
Step 2: collecting bug reports. This step aims to collect a broad

range of representative functional bugs from the selected app subjects.
Specifically, we crawled all the issues which were reported within
the recent three years (from August 2018 to July 2021) at the time
of our study. Then, we filtered the issues which were explicitly
labeled as bugs (e.g., “Bug”, “Issue”) and were already closed by app
developers. We focus on the closed issues because they have been
resolved by developers and likely contain adequate information
for bug analysis. In this way, we got 3,186 bug reports. Based on
these 3,186 bug reports, we manually examined each of them to
exclude invalid ones (e.g., duplicated, mislabeled, feature requests),
we got 2,482 valid bug reports. Among these 2,482 bug reports,
we identified that 1,623 bug reports (65.4% ≈1,623/2,482) lead to
functional bugs, 767 bug reports (30.9%) lead to crashing bugs and 91
bug reports (3.7%) lead to non-functional bugs (e.g., performance or
energy issues). We can see that functional bugs are indeed prevalent.
Step 3: constructing the bug dataset. This step aims to rigorously

construct a bug dataset of valid functional bugs. Specifically, among
the 1,623 functional bug reports, we only retained a bug report if
it satisfies all the following three criteria. First, the corresponding
functional bug is reproducible on the buggy app version at the

time of our study, or the bug report contains clear bug-reproducing
videos/images even if we failed to reproduce the bug by ourselves.
Second, the corresponding bug is explicitly linked with the patch.
Because the patch facilitates analyzing the bug’s root cause. Third,
the corresponding bug happens on common Android phone de-
vices. We excluded those bugs which depend on specific devices
(e.g., tablets) or other platforms (e.g., web clients) as they could be
device or platform specific issues. In this way, we obtained 399
valid functional bugs, 265 of which are reproducible at the time of
our study, and the remaining 134 bugs have clear bug-reproducing
videos/images (although they are not reproducible at the time of our
study). For each valid functional bug, we prepared (1) the buggy app
(the APK file), (2) the bug-reproducing videos/images, and (3) the as-
sociated bug patch. Note that the other bugs were excluded because
the reproducing information is unclear (e.g., missing clear reproduc-
ing steps, faulty app versions, or bug-reproducing videos/images).
This process took us considerable manual effort (nearly four person
months) as reproducing bugs for mobile apps is notoriously diffi-
cult [17, 56, 68, 70]. In Table 2, #Bugs Selected gives the numbers of
valid functional bugs of these apps, respectively.

2.2 Analysis Methods of Functional Bugs

To answer RQ1, RQ2 and RQ3, we focused on the 399 valid func-
tional bugs. We analyzed (1) the root causes by inspecting the bug
patches (and reproducing the bugs if necessary), and (2) the symp-
toms and test oracles by reproducing the corresponding bug (or
reviewing the bug-reproducing videos/images in the bug report).
To build the taxonomies, we adopted the open card sorting ap-
proach [52]. Specifically, the preceding analysis was done by an
iterative process. In each iteration, 40 bugs were randomly selected,
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and the two co-authors independently studied each of them. Ac-
cording to their own understanding, they independently labelled
each bug with the categories of root causes, symptoms and oracles.
Afterwards, these two co-authors cross-validated and discussed
the labels until they reached consensus on the categorized results.
When they could not reach consensus, the other two co-authors
participated in the discussion to help make the final decision. Such
an iteration was repeated ten times until all the 399 bugs were
analyzed. We observed that this iterative process converged on
the categories after the 2∼3 rounds. This manual analysis process
requires considerable domain-specific knowledge of both Android
and the app logic, which took us around six person months.

To answer RQ4, we studied whether existing automated testing
tools can find the 399 functional bugs in our dataset. First, we
manually analyzed how many bugs are within a tool’s capability
scope based on its testing technique. Second, we ran the tool to
analyze its actual capability in finding the bugs within scope.
Representativeness of our study. To validate the representativeness
of the analysis results in RQ1, RQ2 and RQ3, we also investigated
the functional bugs contained in a third-party dataset,AndroR2 [28,
68]. We aim to validate whether the analysis results on our own
bug dataset are representative and consistent with those based on
AndroR2. Note that AndroR2 does not investigate functional bugs.
Section 7 will discuss our analysis on AndroR2.

3 RQ1: ROOT CAUSES

In this section, we focus on the 399 functional bugs in our dataset to
study the root causes. We successfully identified the root causes of
393 functional bugs (we failed to analyze 6 bugs due to limited de-
bugging information and high complexity), and classified them into
three major categories: (1) General Programming Error (Section 3.1),
(2) Android Related Error (Section 3.2), and (3) Third-party library
Bugs/Limitations (Section 3.3). These three categories include 15
subcategories. Table 3 lists these root causes: Category gives the
three major categories, Subcategory gives the subcategories and
Description describes the root cause. To be concise, we put the
descriptions of root causes in table 3 and explain them as follows.

3.1 General Programming Error

General programming error denotes the errors that frequently occur
in classic software development. We find that 223 out of 393 (56.7%)
functional bugs were induced by general programming error, which
we classified into seven subcategories of root causes (see Table 3).
Specifically, we followed the operational bug classification strat-
egy [32, 60] to achieve disjoint classification: a bug that is classified
into the higher subcategory will not be considered in the lower one,
and the higher subcategory indicates the wider scope (e.g., feature-
level errors) and the lower one indicates the narrower scope (e.g.,
code- or variable-level errors). In the following, we illustrate these
subcategories described in Table 3 one by one.
Missing Features (Example: Amaze’s Issue #2518). In this bug,
clicking the Exit button on the app’s main page does not exit. The
reason is that this feature was not implemented. Figure 2(a) shows
the patch, in which the function code for the Exit button (denoted
by R.id.exit) is added (Lines 3-5).

Missing Cases (Example: K-9 Mail’s Issue #4984). In this bug, if
a user sends an email with an empty text body, this mail cannot
be found in the directory of the sent emails. The expected feature
is that all the sent emails should be in that directory. The reason
is that the usage case of any email with an empty text body was
not implemented, and thus the app failed to show such emails.
Figure 2(b) shows the patch, in which an additional checking is
added to implement this usage case (Line 2).

Finding 1: Missing cases affects 15.8% of the 393 functional
bugs, which is one of the most common root causes.

Wrong Control Flow (Example: K-9 Mail’s Issue #4374). In this
bug, a user reports that the subject of a sent email is unexpectedly
encrypted. The root cause is that the condition of deciding whether
an email’s subject should be encrypted was incorrect. Figure 2(c)
shows the patch, in which a flag variable shouldEncrypt is added to
decide whether the subject should be encrypted (Line 4).
Lack of Data Synchronization (Example: NewPipe’s Issue #6419).
In this bug, the app failed to update the text showing the playback
speed of videos on the screen after the speed value was changed by a
user. Figure 2(d) shows the patch, in which the text on the UI page is
synchronized with the playback speed data (onPlaybackChanged())
after the speed value (stored in playbackTempo) is changed (Line 5).
Improper ExceptionHandling (Example:AnkiDroid’s Issue #7023).
In this bug, when a user exports a deck whose images were deleted,
AnkiDroid displays an error message “Error exporting apkg file”.
Figure 2(e) shows the patch, in which a condition is added to han-
dle the exception of file inexistence (i.e., checking the existence of
images) before exporting (Lines 1-4).
Third-party LibraryUsage Issue (Example:NewPipe’s Issue #5895).
In this bug, users cannot load videos on the trending page. The
reason is that NewPipe used a third-party library API from Youtube
to access the title of the trending page. But the API was upgraded
by storing the title in a raw String rather than in a Json object. As
a result, NewPipe failed to load the video information by using the
outdated API. The bug was fixed by updating the API usage.
Incorrect Variable Assignment (Example: Amaze’s Issue #1872).
In this bug, the app failed to open a directory because it mistakenly
treated the directory as a file. The root cause is that a boolean
variable isDirectory of the directory was erroneously assigned as
false, which caused the directory to be recognized as a file.
Other Wrong Functionality Implementations (Example: Fire-
fox’s Issue #3563). In this bug, Firefox implements a fingerprint lock
feature to hide the private tabs created by a user from being ac-
cessed by others. However, when a user uses this feature to hide
the created private tabs, other users can still view these private tabs
if they create their own new tabs. However, the app design require-
ment is that the locked private tabs should not be accessed unless
the user himself/herself unlocks the private tabs. The root cause is
that the implementation did not meet the design requirement.

3.2 Android Related Error

Android related error denotes the errors which are related to An-
droid’s specific features and induced by inadequate understanding
and/or incorrect enforcement. We find that 164 out of 393 (41.7%)
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1 +   public boolean onOptionsItemSelected() {
2 +       ...
3 +       case R.id.exit:
4 +           ((MainActivity) requireActivity()).goToMain();
5 +           return true;

(a) Missing features: 
Amaze’s Issue #2518

1    private fun extract(text: String) {
2 +    if (text.isEmpty())  return ""
3        ... // extract the text     
4    }

(b) Missing cases: 
K-9 Mail’s Issue #4984

1    private void startOrContinueBuildMessage() { 
2        ...                                       
3 -     if (isEncryptSubject()) {
4 +    if (isEncryptSubject() && shouldEncrypt) {
5             moveSubjectIntoEncrypted(); 

(c) Wrong control flow:
 K-9 Mail’s Issue #4374

1    public void onPlaybackChanged(final float playbackTempo, 
2                       final float pitch, final boolean skipSilence) {
3        if (player != null) {
4            player.setPlayback(playbackTempo, pitch, skipSilence);
5 +         onPlaybackChanged(player.getPlayback());

(d) Lack of data synchronization:  
NewPipe’s Issue #6419 

1 +     if (!file.exists()) {
2 +         Timber.d("Skipping missing file %s", file);
3 +            continue; 
4 +      }    

(e)  Improper exception handling: 
AnkiDroid’s Issue #7023

  1 +   override fun onSaveInstanceState(outState: Bundle) {
  2 +       super.onSaveInstanceState(outState)
  3 +       outState.putString(ACCOUNT, accountUuid)
  4 +       outState.putLongIfPresent(FOLDER, folderId)
  5 +       outState.putString(NAME, folderDisplayName)
  6 +   }
  7 +  
  8 +   private fun restoreInstanceState(savedInstanceState: Bundle) {
  9 +      val accountUuid = savedInstanceState.getString(ACCOUNT)
10 +      if (accountUuid != null) {
11 +          val folderId = savedInstanceState.getLongOrNull(FOLDER)
12 +          val folderDisplayName= savedInstanceState.getString(NAME)  
   (f) Android mechanism related error:

 K-9 Mail’s Issue #4936
1    private onTouchEvent(MotionEvent event) {
2        ...      
3        HiTestResult hr = getHitTestResult();
4 -      return  onImageClick();
5 +     if (isValidInstagramImageClick(hr)){
6 +         return super.onTouchEvent(event);
7 +     else {
8 +         return onImageClick();
9 +      } 

(g) Android mechanism related error: 
WordPress’s Issue #12767

1    public void rename() {
2     ...
3        getMainActivity().mainActivityHelper
4            .rename(
5 -              Uri.parse(PATH).buildUpon().
6 -                  appendPath(name1).build().toString(),
7 +              Uri.parse(PATH).buildUpon().
8 +                  appendEncodedPath(name1).build().toString());

(i) Android  framework API Misuse： 
Amaze’s Issue #2113

1    public boolean onOptionsItemSelected() {
2        ...
3 -      case R.id.clear_history:
4 +     case R.id.clear_logs_item:
5             DBWriter.clearDownloadLog()
6             return true;
7        ...

(h) Android resource related error： 
AntennaPod’s Issue #4656

Figure 2: Illustrative examples for explaining root causes (the code snippets are simplified).

functional bugs belong to Android related error, which we classi-
fied into five disjoint subcategories of root causes according to the
involved Android features.
Android Mechanism Related Error Specifically, we observe that
the functional bugs in this subcategory share some common root
causes: mishandling lifecycle, input events or back stack.
Mishandling lifecycle (Example: K-9 Mail Issue #4936). Mishan-
dling the lifecycle of Android components (e.g., Activity, Fragment)
when specific events happen (e.g., rotating screens, putting the app
into background and returning back, the app is killed by the sys-
tem) could lead to functional bugs. In this bug, the user account
got lost if the screen is rotated. The reason is that K-9 Mail did not
save and restore the important variables (accountUuid, folderId,
folderDisplayName) which record the account information. Fig-
ure 2(f) shows the patch, in which these variables are saved in
callback onSaveInstanceState() (Lines 3-5) and restored in callback
restoreInstanceState() (Lines 9-12) to handle the change of life-
cycle states due to screen rotation.
Mishandling input events (Example:WordPress’s Issue #12767).
In Android, handling user or system events is achieved by overrid-
ing event callbacks [3]. However, improper handling may lead to
functional bugs. In this bug, when a user clicks a thumbnail of an
Instagram image, the app fails to preview the image and prompts
an error message “Unable to view image”. The reason is that the
image cannot be previewed by the default photo viewer (Line 4).
Figure 2(g) shows the patch, in which the user event (click) is routed

to super.onTouchEvent(), which later will be handled by WebView, if
the thumbnail denotes an Instagram image (Lines 5-6).

Finding 2: 11.5% of the 393 functional bugs are induced by

Android mechanism related error due to the lack of good under-

standing of Android mechanisms.

Android Resource Related Error (Example: AntennaPod’s Issue
#4656). In this bug, clicking the Trash button on the Log page cannot
clear the download logs. The reason is that the resource id of the
Trash button was incorrect. Figure 2(h) shows the patch, in which
the resource id of the Trash button is corrected (Lines 3-4).

Finding 3: Android resource related error is also one of the
most common root causes affecting 15.8% of the 393 bugs.

Android Framework API Misuse (Example: Amaze’s Issue #2113).
In this case, the file renaming function is broken if the new file
name contains space characters. The root cause is that the used API
appendPath() converts any space character to “%20” in ASCII encod-
ing [61]. Figure 2(i) shows the patch, in which appendEncodePath()

is used instead, which converts a space character into plain text.
AndroidCompatibility Issue (Example:AntennaPod’s Issue #3986).
In this bug, some texts overlap the statistics chart on the UI page
when they use the app on a small-screen phone under some specific
language (e.g., German). The root cause is that the app fails to adapt
its UIs to different languages with longer texts.
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Figure 3: Illustrative examples of bug symptoms. The red boxes indicate the clues of bug symptoms.

Android Framework Bugs/Limitations (Example: Simplenote’s
Issue 702). In this bug, when a user sets the dark theme, the app’s
toolbar did not follow the dark theme. A bug in Android library
AppCompat [19] makes WebView fail under the dark theme.

3.3 Third-Party Library Bugs/Limitations

It is the least common type of root cause which is responsible for
only 6 out of the studied 393 functional bugs.

Finding 4: Functional bugs in Android apps have diverse
root causes, which include 15 subcategories from the 3 major
categories, i.e., general programming error, Android related

error and third-party library bugs/limitations.

4 RQ2: BUG SYMPTOMS

In this section, we focus on the 399 functional bugs in our dataset
to study their symptoms. Considering Android apps are UI-based,
interactive software, we group the symptoms of functional bugs
into two major types: (1) UI Display Issue (Section 4.1), and (2) UI
Interaction Issue (Section 4.2), in addition to other specific symptoms
(Section 4.3). Figure 4 gives the taxonomy of bug symptoms.

4.1 UI Display Issue

Since a UI page of an app is composed of two major components,
i.e., the UI structure (i.e., the UI layout in the form of a tree) and the
content (e.g., texts), UI display issue contain two groups of issues,
i.e., UI Structure related Issue and Content related Issue.
UI structure related issue. We find that 161 out of the 399 bugs
(accounting for 40.4%) belong to UI structure related issue. Specifi-
cally, this symptom includes three different subgroups: (1) Missing

UI Elements, (2) Redundant UI Elements and (3) UI Distortion.

• Missing UI elements (18.0%≈72/399 bugs). The impact of a bug
with this symptom is that some UI element (e.g., widgets) unex-
pectedly disappears on a UI page. For example, in AnkiDroid’s
Issue #4951 (see Figure 3(a) and (b)), the “sync” and “menu” but-
tons disappear (but should be there).

• Redundant UI elements (8.5%≈34/399 bugs). The impact of a
bug with this symptom is that some UI element unexpectedly

Incorrect interaction 
logic (76, 19.0%)

UI element does not 
react (18, 4.5%)

Functionality does not 
take effect (47, 11.8%)

UI Display Issue
(246, 61.7%)

Missing UI elements 
(72, 18.0%)

UI distortion
(55, 13.8%)

Redundant UI 
elements (34, 8.5%)

Symptom

Content related issue
(85, 21.3%)

Structure related issue
(161, 40.4%)

UI Interaction Issue
(141, 35.3%)

Figure 4: The taxonomy of bug symptoms. The numbers (X,

Y) underneath the category name give #functional bugs in

this category and the percentage among all the 399 bugs.

appears on a UI page. For example, in Amaze’s Issue #1933 (see
Figure 3(c) and (d)), when a user rotates the device screen from
portrait to landscape and rotates back, a floating action button
appears (but should not be there).

• UI distortion (13.8%≈55/399 bugs). UI distortion denotes those
minor displaying issues of UI elements, e.g., misaligned UI ele-
ments or asymmetric shapes [18], which affect the usability of
app functionalities. For example, in Simplenote’s Issue #728 (see
Figure 3(e) and (f)), the option “Sign out” is not aligned with the
other UI elements.

Content related issue. 85 out of the 399 bugs (accounting for
21.3%) belong to this symptom. The impact of a bug with this
symptom is that the content is not displayed as expected. For
example, in K-9 Mail’s Issue #4872, when a user writes a URL
“http://example.com” in a draft, closes and reopens the draft, the
content becomes “http://example.com <http://example.com>”. The
expected behavior is that the draft’s content should not be changed.

4.2 UI Interaction Issue

UI interaction issue is another major bug symptom, in addition to UI
display issue. Typically, UI display issue can be identified on a single
UI page, while identifying UI Interaction issue requires examining
some consecutive UI pages. As shown in Figure 4, UI interaction
issue includes the following three subgroups: (1) Incorrect Interaction
Logic, (2) Functionality Does Not Take Effect, and (3) UI Element Does

Not React.
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Table 4: Distributions of 399 functional bugs in terms of three

oracle types.

App #Bugs

Oracle Types

#AFA

#AFR

#AIF #ASF

Simplenote 35 16 11 8
AnkiDroid 82 22 20 40
Amaze 30 14 8 8
K-9 Mail 36 14 8 14
NewPipe 65 22 14 29
AntennaPod 41 15 8 18
WordPress 67 19 14 34
Firefox 43 11 17 15
Total 399 133 100 166

Incorrect interaction logic (19.0%≈76/399 bugs). The impact of
a bug with this symptom is that the app performs incorrect UI
page transitions or state reactions, which violates the original func-
tional logic. For example, in Amaze’s Issue #1872 (see Figure 3(g)
and (h)), when a user clicks the directory Download, the app erro-
neously shows a file opening dialog (intended for a normal file). The
expected behavior is that the app should directly open Download.
Functionality does not take effect (11.8%≈47/399 bugs). The
impact of a bug with this symptom is that the app disrespects the
user intended functionality. For example, in K-9 Mail’s Issue #3866,
after a user turns off the background synchronization option in the
app preference, the app disrespects this configuration and still does
background synchronization. Another example is in Firefox’s Issue
#4739 (see Figure 3(i) and (j)), when a user selects the item Google

and tries to delete it by clicking the trash button, the app fails to
delete Google (which is still there).
UI element does not react (4.5%≈18/399 bugs). The impact of a
bug with this symptom is that the app does not react when some
executable UI element is exercised. For example, in Amaze’s Issue
#2518, when a user clicks the Exit button on the app’s main page,
the Exit button does not react.

4.3 Other Symptoms

The remaining 12 functional bugs show other specific symptoms,
e.g., infinite loading, UI element flashing and failed animations.

Finding 5: Functional bugs have 7 major symptoms of two
major types, i.e., UI display issue and UI interaction issue.
Specifically, Content related issue (21.3%) and Incorrect inter-

action logic (19%) are the two most common symptoms.

5 RQ3: TEST ORACLES

In this section, we investigate what kinds of test oracles are needed
to find these functional bugs. Because test oracles are crucial for bug
manifestation, in addition to test inputs. Specifically, we examined
the bug-reproducing videos/images (including the executed events
and UI pages) of all the 399 functional bugs to identify the oracles.
We classified the oracles into two major groups from the view of the

required knowledge on app features: (1) app feature agnostic oracle
(AFA for short) and (2) app feature related oracle (AFR for short),
which contains two subgroups, i.e., app independent feature oracle
(AIF for short) and app specific feature oracle (ASF for short). Table 4
gives the disjoint classifications of all the 399 functional bugs based
on these three oracle types. We explain these oracles as follows.
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Figure 5: Distributions of the oracles in AFA and AIF.

App feature agnostic oracle (AFA). This type of oracles is defined
based on the implicit knowledge of correct app behaviors without

knowing app features. Thus, this type of oracle is most general
(and could be automatically generated) for finding functional bugs.
Figure 5 (a) shows the distributions of different oracles in this
oracle group. Abnormal Display checks common abnormal display
issues (e.g., overlapped texts, misaligned UI elements), which is the
dominant case (74 out of 133 bugs) in this group. Data Loss checks
whether the user data is properly preserved after specific user
actions (e.g., rotating screens, putting the app to the background
and returning back). Freeze checks any executable UI element should
react to user actions (e.g., a clickable button should always react
to a click action). Error Message checks typical error messages (e.g.,
“Network error”) which indicate something went wrong. Failed
Animation checks the failures of some animation effects.
App feature related oracle (AFR). This type of oracles requires
some knowledge of app features. Specifically, this oracle type con-
tains two subgroups:

• App independent feature oracle (AIF). This type of oracles
is related to app independent features, which are implemented
similarly across different apps and thus we have the common
knowledge of the expected behaviors. The typical examples of
this oracle type are those common UI design patterns [2, 39, 43,
62]. Figure 5(b) shows the distributions of different oracles in
the oracle group. CRUD [38] checks the functionality of create,
read, update and delete (e.g., the number of items should increase
or decrease after a creation or deletion operation is executed).
Navigation checks the functionality of specific navigation (e.g.,
the app should be navigated to the previous UI page after pressing
Back). General Setting checks the functionality of specific setting
(e.g., the texts of an app should respect the selected language
setting). Auth checks the functionality of user authentication
(e.g., the login operation should succeed when the credential is
correct). Icon Consistency checks the consistency between the
icon and the corresponding functionality (e.g., a deletion icon
should do the deletion operation).

• App specific feature oracle (ASF). This type of oracles is related
to the app specific logic and requires the knowledge on an app’s
own functionalities. It is hard to be automatically generated. For
example, in AnkiDroid, if a user suspends a learning card, the
color behind the card should be changed.

In Table 4, we find that 33.3% (133/399) of functional bugs can
be observed by app feature agnostic oracle (see #AFA), while 66.7%
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Table 5: Results of existing testing tools on finding the 399

functional bugs. “-” denotes the tool is not available.

Tool Testing Technique Target Bugs

#Bugs

in Scope

#Tested

Bugs

#Found

Bugs

DiffDroid Differential testing Compatibility 27 - -
OwlEye Deep learning UI display 14 - -
iFixDataloss Implicit knowledge Data loss 8 6 0
ITDroid Differential testing I18n-related 1 1 1
SetDroid Metamorphic testing Setting-related 18 13 1
Genie Metamorphic testing Functional 2 2 0
ODIN Implicit knowledge Functional 20 14 0
#Total 84 33 2

(266/399) of the bugs require app feature related oracle (see #AFR).
Specifically, 25.1% (100/399) of the bugs can be captured by app

independent feature oracle (see #AIF ), while 41.6% (166/399) of the
bugs require app specific feature oracle (see #ASF ).
Limitations of prior studies. Zaeem et al. [69] (listed in Table 1)
only identified the oracle of Data Loss in app feature agnostic ora-

cle and missed some major oracles (e.g., Abnormal Display, Freeze,
Error Message). They also missed some major oracles (e.g., CRUD,
Navigation) in app independent feature oracle.

Finding 6: Among all the studied 399 functional bugs, 33.3%
(133/399) of the bugs can be observed by app feature agnostic

oracle, while 66.7% (266/399) require app feature related oracle.

6 RQ4: STATUS OF EXISTING TECHNIQUES

This section examines the status of existing automated testing
techniques in finding functional bugs. We analyze how many of the
399 functional bugs in our dataset could be found by existing tools.
Analysis Method. We surveyed the relevant work which targets
functional bugs in Android apps in the literature. Specifically, we
focus on those testing tools which can automatically generate in-
puts and oracles. Table 5 lists the selected representative testing
tools: “Tool” gives the tool name, “Testing Technique” gives the main
testing technique used by the tool, “Target Bugs” gives the type
of functional bugs the tool targets. DiffDroid [16] compares the
GUI pages of an app on two different devices to find compatibility
issues. OwlEye [36] uses deep learning to detect UI display issues,
especially UI distortions (e.g., overlapping texts, component occlu-
sion). iFixdataloss [21] is the most recent work of finding data loss
issues among the others [45, 46, 69]. ITDroid [13] compares the
GUI pages of an app under two different language settings to find
internationalization (i18n) issues. SetDroid [58, 59] uses metamor-
phic testing to find system setting-related functional bugs. Genie
uses the metamorphic relation of independent view property [57]
to find bugs, while Odin [65] uses the implicit knowledge of “bugs
as deviant behavior” [12] to find bugs. Genie [57] and Odin [65]
are the only two tools that target generic functional bugs, while
the others target specific types of functional bugs.

To investigate these tools, we conducted a two-step analysis
method. In the first step, we manually analyzed which functional
bugs in our dataset are within the tool’s capability scope. To do this
analysis, we (1) read the corresponding paper and examine the tool
(if available) to understand its technique; and (2) check whether
the oracle generated by the tool can capture a bug according to its
symptom and/or root cause (assuming the tool can always generate
the necessary inputs reaching the bug). Thus, the analysis results

can be interpreted as the optimistic upper bound of the tool’s capa-
bility (without considering the effect of other factors, e.g., allocated
testing time and specific device types, which may affect the tool’s
practical effectiveness). It also allows us to analyze those unavail-
able tools (DiffDroid and OwlEye). Before the analysis, we talked
with Genie’s and Odin’s authors to validate our understanding on
their techniques which are more sophisticated than the other tools.

In the second step, we ran each tool on the bugs within its scope
to validate its actual capability. We did not run DiffDroid and
OwlEye because they are not publicly available. We followed the
default setup (e.g., allocated testing time, running parameters) of
each tool in our experiment. If an app requires some initial setup
(e.g., user login), we provided the tool with a script to complete the
setup. After the testing, we inspected the running results of each
tool to examine whether the tool found the bugs.
Analysis Results. In Table 5, “#Bugs in scope” gives the numbers
of bugs within the scope of the tool based on our manual analysis,
“#Tested Bugs” gives the number of bugs tested by the tool (recall
that our bug dataset contains 134 bugs which are not reproducible
but have clear reproducing videos/images for bug analysis in Sec-
tion 2; such bugs are excluded in this step) and “#Found bugs” gives
the number of bugs found by the tool. We can see that only 21%
(≈84/399) of the 399 functional bugs are within the capability scope
of all these tools. It indicates that the oracles of these tools are
limited in finding functional bugs. Moreover, only 2 out of 33 tested
bugs are found by these tools. By analyzing the testing results of
these tools, we find that the major reason is that their generated
inputs are of low quality and hard to reach the buggy scenarios. In
practice, Genie and Odin report many false positives.

Finding 7: Most existing tools only target specific types of
functional bugs. Only 21% of the 399 functional bugs are
within the capability scope of existing automated testing tools
due to the limited oracles. Moreover, these tools can only find
2 bugs due to the low quality of the generated inputs.

7 REPRESENTATIVENESS OF OUR STUDY

In this section, we validate the representativeness of our study by
analyzing another bug dataset of Android apps, AndroR2 [28, 68].
This dataset was not constructed by the authors of this paper. It
contains 180 manually-reproduced bug reports (corresponding to
50 crashing and 130 non-crashing functional bugs). Prior to our
work, it was the largest publicly available bug dataset for Android
apps. It was systematically constructed based on the issues from
GitHub. Specifically, to avoid overfitting to a specific app, AndroR2
only includes at most 10 randomly-selected, reproducible bugs per
app. For example, the 130 functional bugs in AndroR2 come from
42 different apps (on average 3 bugs per app). Thus, AndroR2
complements our dataset because we focus on selecting a broad
range of bugs (spanning three years) from eight representative apps.
Note that AndroR2 focuses on studying the reproducibility of bug

reports rather than analyzing functional bugs.

We inspected the 130 functional bugs in AndroR2 by following
the similar analysis methods of RQ1∼RQ3. Among these 130 bugs,
109 bugs have fixing patches and only 6 bugs overlap with our
dataset. Our goal is to validate (1) whether the root causes, symp-
toms and oracles of these 130 bugs are covered by our dataset, and
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(2) whether the analysis results are consistent with ours. Specifically,
we manually reproduced the 130 bugs to analyze their symptoms,
oracles, and analyzed the root causes of 109 bugs by inspecting the
patches. We find that (1) these bugs’ root causes, symptoms and
oracles are all covered by our results, and (2) the analysis results are
consistent with ours. For example, for the root causes,missing cases

and Android resource related error are the two most common faults,
affecting 14.7% (16/109) and 15.6% (17/109) of these bugs. For the
bug symptoms, content related issue (18.5%≈24/130) and incorrect

interaction logic (24.6%≈32/130 bugs) are the two most common
symptoms. For the test oracles, 30% (39/130) of these bugs can be
observed by app feature agnostic oracle, while 70% (91/130) of these
bugs require app feature related oracle. To sum up, our analysis
results based on our own dataset of 399 bugs are representative.

8 IMPLICATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, we discuss the implications obtained from our study
(RQ1∼RQ4) and shed light on what developers and researchers
could do to tackle functional bugs in Android apps.

8.1 Avoiding and Diagnosing Functional Bugs

Missing cases is one of the most common root causes affecting
many (15.8%) functional bugs (Finding 1, RQ1). It indicates that, in
addition to the main usage cases, developers should pay attention
to the alternative usage cases from the view of app users when
developing or testing some app functionality. For example, for a
notebook app (like Simplenote), developers should consider that
users may input special characters which may lead to garbled text.
In fact, our inspection on all the developer-written tests of the eight
apps in our study shows that many (73.7%) of these tests missed
the functional bugs because of missing cases.

Android resource related error is another one of the most common
root causes (Finding 3,RQ1) affecting many (15.8%) functional bugs.
It mainly leads to UI distortion, missing UI elements and content

related issue. In some cases, this error occurs because developers
mistake the resource ids between some UI elements (see Figure 2(h)).
To counter this, developers could (1) avoid ambiguity when defining
resource ids and (2) check whether there are some resource ids
defined in the resource files but have never been used in the app
code. In other cases, some hard-coded strings left in the app code
lead to displaying incorrect texts or icons. Developers can use
Lint [35] to avoid such bad programming practices.

By analyzing the correlation between bug symptoms (RQ2) and
root causes (RQ1), we find that (1) most (78%) of UI distortion are in-
duced by Android resource related error (42%), Android compatibility

issue (20%) and missing cases (16%), and (2) many (61%) of UI ele-
ment does not react are induced by resource related error (39%) and
missing feature (22%). Thus, developers could use such information
of the correlation to aid diagnosing functional bugs.

8.2 Finding Functional Bugs

Choosing appropriate oracles to find functional bugs. Our
study reveals that 33.3% of the functional bugs can be found by app

feature agnostic oracle, while 66.7% of the functional bugs require
app feature related oracle (Finding 6, RQ3). Moreover, by analyz-
ing the correlation between bug symptoms (RQ2) and test oracles

(RQ3), we find that (1) app feature agnostic oracle can capture many
UI distortion (73%) and UI element does not react (78%), respectively,
while (2) functionality does not take effect (80%) and Redundant

UI elements (71%) can only be captured by app feature related or-

acle. These results indicate that choosing appropriate oracles is
important in effectively finding functional bugs (e.g., balancing the
implementation effort and the effectiveness of the oracles).

For example, to find the bugs of UI element does not react, we can
implement an app agnostic oracle, i.e., exercising any executable
(e.g., clickable) UI element should always lead to some UI effects.
On the other hand, to find app feature related bugs, we have to use
the derived oracles or specified oracles [5]. In the case of derived
oracles, we could use metamorphic testing [7] or differential test-
ing [40] to derive more oracles and overcome the oracle limitations
in existing automated testing tools (Finding 7, RQ4). Section 9 will
demonstrate the feasibility of adapting differential testing to find
functional bugs. In the case of specified oracles, property-based
testing [9] could be an ideal approach. Because we can specify the
knowledge of app functionalities as some properties [38, 42] and
then automatically validate functional correctness by generating
different inputs. To our knowledge, little effort adapts property-
based testing to find functional bugs in Android apps [30].
Effective input generation is still crucial. Although existing au-
tomated testing tools have designed automated oracles to find func-
tional bugs, their generated inputs are hard to cover meaningful app
functionalities (Finding 7, RQ4). Thus, researchers should design
more effective input generation techniques to generate context-
aware inputs that meaningfully interact with the app’s functionali-
ties, and thus increase the chance of finding functional bugs.

9 FINDING FUNCTIONAL BUGS VIA

DIFFERENTIAL TESTING

According to RQ3, 66.7% of functional bugs can only be found
by app feature related oracle. This finding inspires us to adapt the
idea of differential testing to overcome the oracle problem. Because
differential testing can compare the behaviors of the tested app with
those of a reference app (with similar functionalities) to identify
likely functional bugs without specifying app features. Moreover,
inspired by the results of RQ2, we find that a prior version of the
tested app can be used as the reference app (which likely has similar
functionalities). For example, we can compare the two app versions,
e.g., corresponding to Figure 4(a) v.s. (b) and Figure 4(g) v.s. (h),
to find those functional bugs of missing UI elements or incorrect
interaction logic, respectively. Specifically, we identify the functional
inconsistencies between the two app versions by checking whether
some event trace from the prior app version is executable on the
tested app version. In this way, we can find both UI display issue

and UI interaction issue. To our knowledge, we are the first to apply
differential testing on two different versions of the same app to find
functional (regression) bugs (discussed in Section 11).

9.1 Approach Design and Implementation

We implemented the preceding idea as an automated differential
testing tool named RegDroid to find functional bugs. Figure 6
depicts the workflow of RegDroid. At the high-level, RegDroid
generates random GUI tests (in the form of UI event sequences),
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Table 6: Statistics of the 14 functional bugs found by Reg-

Droid from five popular open-source apps.

App Name #Stars ID Bug State New Bug? Bug Symptom

AnkiDroid 5.4K 1 Fixed Yes (#12053) Incorrect interaction logic
2 Fixed Yes (#11220) UI element does not react
3 Fixed No Incorrect interaction logic
4 Fixed Yes (#11363) UI element does not react

Amaze 4.0K 5 Fixed Yes (#3378) Missing UI elements
6 Fixed Yes (#3394) Redundant UI elements
7 Fixed No Missing UI elements
8 Fixed No Redundant UI elements

AntennaPod 4.4K 9 Fixed Yes (#5977) Missing UI elements
10 Fixed Yes (#5863) UI Element does not react

Markor 2.4K 11 Fixed Yes (#1800) Functionality does not take effect
Omni-Notes 2.5K 12 Fixed Yes (#865) UI Element does not react

13 Fixed Yes (#867) Functionality does not take effect
14 Fixed No Missing UI elements

runs these tests separately on the two app versions (e.g., version
𝐴 and 𝐵), and checks whether the GUI pages of version 𝐴 and 𝐵

(along the GUI tests) contain the similar UI widgets. Specifically,
RegDroid runs two identical Android devices in parallel to improve
testing efficiency. It includes two key modules: (a) event selector
and (b) oracle checker, which we explain as follows.

Event selector. This module is responsible for generating random
GUI tests. It randomly selects one executable GUI widget𝑤 from
the current GUI page ℓ𝐴 of app version 𝐴 and generates the corre-
sponding event 𝑒 (e.g., click, edit, scroll) according to𝑤 ’s widget
property (e.g., clickable, editable, scrollable). Later, this event 𝑒
will be executed on version 𝐴 and 𝐵, respectively. Note that the
oracle checker module will be called before the event execution
(which we explain later). This module will be iteratively called until
generating 𝑛 events, or some inconsistency is found (in this case,
RegDroid will restart the app from fresh and test it again).

Oracle checker. This module is responsible for oracle checking. It
is called before the actual execution of the selected event 𝑒 . Specif-
ically, since the UI widget 𝑤 exists on the current GUI page ℓ𝐴
of app version 𝐴, this module checks whether 𝑤 also exists on
the corresponding GUI page ℓ𝐵 of app version 𝐵. Specifically, we
check whether the GUI page ℓ𝐵 contains the same UI widget whose
resource id and class name are identical to those of𝑤 . If𝑤 does not
exist on ℓ𝐵 , RegDroid finds the inconsistency and reports a likely
bug. Otherwise, 𝑒 will be executed on version 𝐴 and 𝐵, respectively.
After the execution, event selector is called.

RegDroid is implemented in Python, and uses uiautomator2 [63]
to parse UI widgets from the UI pages and send UI events.

9.2 Evaluation Setup and Results

Evaluation Setup. We applied RegDroid on five popular, long-
maintained open-source apps (see Table 6). Among these five apps,
three apps are selected from our studied subjects, i.e., AnkiDroid,
Amaze, AntennaPod, which are convenient to setup on the machine
for testing. The other two apps are not within our studied subjects,
i.e., Markor and Omni-Notes. The experiments were conducted on

a 64-bit Ubuntu 20.04 machine and Android emulators (Android
8.0, Pixel XL). Specifically, we selected 56 versions of AnkiDroid,
19 versions of Amaze, 16 versions of AntennaPod, 19 versions of
Markor and 16 versions of Omni-Notes for testing. Note that all
these versions are continuously released on GitHub. RegDroid is
configured to test any two continuous release versions of an app
by generating 50 random GUI tests (each test contains 100 events),
which took about 12 hours. Since we tested 5 apps and their 121
two-continuous release versions in total, the whole experiment
took around 8 days = 121*12/8/24 (because at most 16 Android
devices can run in parallel on one machine, we can test at most
8 two-continuous release versions in parallel on one machine).
Afterwards, we inspected all the bugs reported by RegDroid. If
a bug is a true positive, we tried to reproduce it on the latest app
version to verify whether this is a new (unknown) bug or a fixed
one. If it is a new bug, we filed a bug report to the app developers.
Otherwise, we further checked whether this bug was reported by
others or silently fixed by the developers.
Results. RegDroid successfully found 14 unique functional bugs.
Among these 14 bugs, 10 are new bugs (which affect the latest
released versions), 2 were silently fixed by the developers (which
have not been reported by others), and 2 were reported by others
and fixed. We submitted the bug reports for those 10 news bugs,
all of which have been confirmed and fixed by the app developers.
Table 6 shows these 14 functional bugs, including the app name,
the number of stars on GitHub, the bug id, the bug state, whether it
is a new bug affecting the latest released version (with the issue id
on GitHub), and the bug symptom. We can see that the found bugs
cover five different symptoms (e.g.,missing UI elements, incorrect in-
teraction logic, functionality does not take effect). Specifically, among
these 14 bugs, only 4 bugs (ID: 5, 6, 7, 14) can be detected by existing
testing tools in Section 6. RegDroid complements existing testing
tools in finding the remaining 10 functional bugs. As a by-product
of the functional testing, RegDroid also found 12 crashing bugs.

We find that 6 out of the new 10 bugs (60%) have hidden in the
apps for over six months and affected more than eight versions. For
example, RegDroid found a functional bug in Markor (Bug ID: 11)
in which selecting any option (e.g., search, select all) in a menu
list does not take effect in the landscape mode. This bug has been
hidden in the app for three years. The developer quickly fixed this
bug in a few hours after we reported it. We also received positive
feedback from the developers, e.g., “Thanks for reporting!”, “Thanks
for the feedback!” These results show that RegDroid is useful.
Discussion. In the experiment,RegDroid reported 205 bugs. Among
these bugs, 73 are true positives (36%) and 132 are false positives
(64%). Many false positives are duplicated (only 50 out of 132 are
unique ones). We note that these false positives are caused by two
major reasons: (1) some app feature of the current version was
updated (removed or added) in the newer version (accounting for
93% cases); and (2) some bug in the current version was fixed in
the newer version (accounting for 7% cases). In practice, RegDroid
highlights the inconsistencies on the UI pages to ease bug inspec-
tion. It took us less than one hour to inspect all the 205 bugs.

Despite the false positive rate, our simple implementation (with-
out any optimization) of RegDroid already shows its promise in
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finding hard-to-detect functional bugs, which complements exist-
ing tools. In fact, its positive rate (64%) is comparable to existing
sophisticated, state-of-the-art functional testing tools Genie [57]
and Odin [65], which respectively have 59% and 68% false posi-
tive rates. Moreover, it is feasible to avoid many false positives by
choosing two “closer” app versions with fewer feature (UI) changes.
It can be achieved by analyzing the app code to identify which code
commits changed UIs. We leave such optimizations as future work.

10 THREATS TO VALIDITY

Our study may suffer from some threats to validity. First, our study
collected 399 functional bugs from 8 apps. Our findings may not
be general to all the apps. To mitigate this threat, these apps are
selected carefully to ensure that their representativeness. These 8
apps are popular, actively-maintained and have different features.
Moreover, we complement our study by studying a third-party
dataset, AndroR2, which contains 130 bugs from 43 different apps.
The results from these two datasets are consistent (Section 7). Sec-
ond, our study involves manual analysis, which may bring some
biases. To this end, in Section 3, 4, 5, two co-authors independently
inspected the bugs and then cross-checked the results between
themselves and the other co-authors to achieve consensus.

11 RELATEDWORK

Empirical studies related to functional bugs in Android apps.
Different from the prior work on studying crashing bugs [14, 26, 54],
our work studies non-crashing functional bugs. To our knowledge,
the most relevant work is from Hu et al. [23], Zaeem et al. [69] and
Johnson et al. [28]. But all these work does not aim to conduct a
systematic study on functional bugs (see Table 1). The other studies
only investigate specific types (and a small portion) of functional
bugs, e.g., WebView bugs [25], compatibility issues [67], system
setting-related defects [58], i18n bugs [13] and UI display issues [36].
In contrast, our work covers different functional bugs.
Finding functional bugs in Android apps. In addition to the
automated testing tools discussed in Section 6, other tools require
human inputs to find functional bugs. For example, some tools rely
on human-written tests to find functional bugs. Thor [1] and Chim-
pCheck [30] could inject neutral events (e.g., pause-stop-restart)
into the human tests to check whether the assertions in the tests still
hold. AppFlow [24], ACAT [47], AppTestMigrator [6] and Craft-
Droid [33] migrate the human tests written for one app to another
similar app to validate functional correctness. Some tools require
manually defining app functionalities in specification languages
for bug finding, e.g., Augusto [38] and FARLEAD-Android [29].
Static analysis is also used to find specific functional bugs with
distinct faulty code patterns. For example, KREfinder [49] and
LiveDroid [15] scan incorrect handling of specific data variables
to find data loss issues. But these tools suffer from high false posi-
tives. Android Lint [35] is a popular static analysis tool for finding
different issues in Android apps based on many predefined rules.
However, it focuses on general code issues in Android apps and
falls short in detecting app specific functional bugs.
Differential testing on Android apps. Our demo tool RegDroid
adapts differential testing on two different versions of the same app

to find functional bugs. Thus, RegDroid can be viewed as a differen-
tial regression testing technique. To our knowledge, we are the first
to adopt this technique to test Android apps. For example, Diff-
Droid [16] and SPAG-C [34] also use differential testing, but they
run the same app version on two different devices to find compati-
bility issues. In the direction of regression testing for Android apps,
no prior work compares the UI pages between two app versions
to find functional bugs. For example, Redroid [11] and ReTest-
Droid [27] analyze the updated app code to identify which prior
tests can be reused to test the app updates. QADoird [50] analyzes
which new activities or UI events should be targeted for regression
testing. ATOM [31] updates the test scripts for the evolving apps.
None of these work targets finding functional bugs.

12 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we conduct the first systematic study on 399 functional
bugs to study their symptoms, root causes, test oracles, and the
capabilities and limitations of existing testing techniques. From
this study, we obtain new interesting findings and implications
that help shed light on tackling functional bugs. Based on some
study findings, we design a differential testing tool RegDroid to
detect functional bugs in Android apps. RegDroid successfully
demonstrates its usefulness and complements existing testing tools.

DATA AVAILABILITY

We have made all the artifacts (including the bug dataset and the
source code of RegDroid) publicly available at https://github.com/
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